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minor bumps

..
went to the trouble of getting it dent Life Dr. Luther Smith.
cheaper?" Parikh said.
"I'm finding that in the past
The hotly contested campaign
This made the rubric obsolete. "If . couple of 'years-campaigning ha~
for 2005~06 Student Government they don't submit receipts, they're· gotten a lot more sophisticated
Associatit:m Executives is .wrap- guilty of making false statements to than it was five or si'i years ago,!'
ping up, and. not without rumors election officials," .he said.
he said.
and controversy.
. Parikh has accepted full responAccording to sophomore Omari
·The.Senate meeting on Mon- sibility for sen<ling the wrong email Aarons and junior· William
day, Jan. 31, ended with two ex- to the senators, though further dis- Buckley, who are running:for executive .sessions. .
.
cussion of the issue may still be pend- ecutive office withjuniorJoe Ring,
As the executive sessions are fog.
the controversy stemmed from amnot open to the public and matters
"There was controversy regard- . biguity in the language of the elecdiscussed within are confidential, ·ing the obscure language of section tion code.
no information ~as officially re- . 5.2 in the election code but any ques"It's just a difference in interleased.'
..
. .
tions I've had have since been clari- pretation between the Board of
Sources report; however, that the· · tied,'' said SGA President, senior Elections and the candidates. The
first session was regarding poten- Andy Gibson.
code is good, but there-are obvitial campaigning violations and
Gibson doesn'tsee any repercus- ously different interpretations,"
the second session.was in regard to sions stemming from the executive said freshman Maggie Meyer, who
the Senate ·receiving the wrong session discussions.
Is run!Jing for executive office with
copy of the revised elections code
"At this p()int in time Senate sophomore Steve Bentley and junto review' for voting, emailed to. hasn't chosen any public action-for ior Derek Blank.
senators by Association Affairs or.against ·Pavan," he said.
"No one did anything wrong,
Chair senior Pavan Parikh.
· According to senior Kate Koester, the board of elections had their in. According to Parikh, the only Board of Elections Chair, concerns terpretation .and we had. ours,"
difference between the copy that regarding the executive elections Meyer said.
..·.
.- ' . was sent and the one thatwaSNOted .. ,were with .issues ofcampaigning or
': '!lthinkwh~t we'vefqund !n this·
on and ~pproved;"was "seCtion. 5 .2 . . campaign practices and the elec- process is that it's not precedented.
regarding campaign spending re- tions code.
The thing about elections, espe~
ports and limitations.
"As the Board of Elections we cially since I've been on the [SenIn the past, that section had in- have to read the election code and ate], is that you can't always plan
eluded a pricirig rubiic laying out make our decision based on our in- for everything," Buckley ·said.
standard prices for items .such as terpretation of it. There is the possiIn the past there were questions
signs; buttons, t"shirts, and fliers bility of different interpretations," about using tables to hand outcamthat the ti~ket would be charged.
she said.
paign materials or about internet
Each ticket is required to report
Both executive tickets have use and other things which are adthe totai number of promotional worked with the Board of Elections dressed in the elections code.
materials distdbuted and the cost ·and Senate to ensure that their con"Next year there will probably
of each item.
. flicting interpretations of the elec~ be something that constitutes sign
size," Buckley said.
The tickets are allowed to spend tions code have been worked out.
Each
ticket
knows
what
possible
"You can't realize .these things
up to $300,' which is not reimburs~d. Spending. reports are reviolations may have been commit- until you experience them. Just
quired to be .turned in to the Board· ted and as the two tickets are on reading the code, you can't see that
ofElections by 5 P.M. on the·last amiable terms they have shared that these will be problems:· he said.
information with e~ch other, accord.Both tickets appealed their isday of elections.
ing
to
junior
Senator
Sara
Rowell.
sues
to the Board of Elections and
Noncompliance is considered
1
malcing false statements to .election· ·
"The election code, like any law, to Sen~te and both are continuing
officials which calls for forfeiture is subject to a certain amount of in- their campaign without any viola..
terpretation:' Rowell said
tions or penalties.
of the election.
The code revised on Sept. 8,
"It kind of works like a double
"There were appeals brought.
2003 by former Association Affairs edged sword to have so many who .. The pas~· three years where there
have been contested elections
chair Mercedez Joyce, with current are so familiar with it," she said.
Possible violations could be due. . there. have· been appeals brought.
junfor Senator Paul Coloma and
Parikh required tickets to submit to misinterpretation, though some . This is not negative upon any can- .
strategy could be involved,.
didate," Gibson saiq.
receipts for all expenditures.
''As always, I think each elecInstead of following the prices · "I thi~k sometimes tickets ~ay
outlined in the rubric, it was choose to make a violation think- tion presents itself.as a learning
changed to say that they could sub- ing that if it would result in a pen- process. Depending on who is inmit receipts for the actual price alty it wouldn'timpactthe vote very volved in the election and everythey paid, including receipts for m~ch.
thing that·taices place there is .opdonations.
·
. That's a cho~ce they would make. portunity for conflicting interpre"They could shop around and in their strategic campaigning, not tations to come up,'' Koester said.
be thrifty, so why should they be unlike any i:eal political campaign,"
"One of the nice things about
charged extra money when they said Assistant Vice-President of Stu- being a board and being able to
BY TARA DIXON
Senior News Writer
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· OP-ED:
Crosstown Preach Out a
· · · success on both sides
PA.GE-2

·..

approach Senate is that thes'e I don't have to give my seal of ap-·
things are not set in stone. They~re proval. Senate voted on this and
consistently revised," she said.
· passed it," Smith said. ·
The SGA elections code is reSmith's role in the SGA election
viewed regularly. "It's typically process is supervisory... Ife malces
looked at and reviewed on an an- sure each candidate is eligible, and
nual basis,'' Smith.sai.d.
if the Board of Elections has any
"It also depends on the admin- concerns they can go to him.
istration and who the executives
"I think the campaign has been
are that year. Last year's election clean. I've been pleased. with the
was hotly contested, and I suspect respect and dignity each ticket has .
that's why they looked at it so displayed this year. I think the camsoon,'' he said. Any revision to the paign has been very clean,'' Gibson
elections code' or any other SGA said.
policy is not up to the university
Students can vote ·in the
administration.
Gallagher Student Center through
"As this is internal within SGA, Wednesday, Feb. 2, at 7 P.M.
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Xavier,· UC. stu_~ellts gather
for Crosstown Preach Out

The Italian-American Club
will hold their first meeting at 6
p.m. this Thursday in the Honors.
Villa. Plans for the meeting include planning future events and
enjoying homemade Italian food.
For more information, please contact Anthony. Sciascia at
SciasciaAM@xavier.edu.

Secretary of State
speaks on campus'
Kenneth Blackwell, Secretary
.of State and Xavier University
alumnus, will speak at 4 p.m. Tuesday in the Cintas Center banquet
room. Blackwell's presentation,
titled "Adversity, Triumphs,. and
Lessons Learned" is part of
Xavier's celebration of Black History Month. A reception and benediction will take place at 3:30 p.m.
This event is by invitation only.
To receive an invitation, please
email
Tom
Clark
at
clarkt@xavier:edu.

t.
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Progr'ams at Xavier, Mickey·
Sheibley has unique perspective on
Campus News Editor
the Xavier-UC rivalry.
With the help of her fellow camOn both Jan. 23 and 30, campus
ministry programs at Xavier Univer-· pus ministers, Sheibly developed
sity and the University of Cincin- the Crosstown Preach 'Out to pronati participated in joint worship vide an opportunity· for improve"
ment in the connection between the
services.
This event, the first ever "Cross- two schools.
On Jan~ 30, the University of
town Preach Out," tookplace on two
consecutive Sundays and was de- Cincinnati's Fr. Al Hirt, pastor. of St.
v.eloped in an attempt to build an M~nica-St. George, presided at the
10 p.m; mass in Bellarmine Chapel
intercampus spiritual connection.
On Jan. 23, Xavier.students trav- on Xavier's campus.
To the delight of both the regueled to UC's St. Monica-St. George
lar
10 p.m. mass crowd and visiting
Catholic Church to attend the 5:30
UC
students, Fr. Hirt gave an elop.m. liturgy in the company of UC
quent
and entertaining homily.
students and community members .
"It
was
fun to listen to him,'! said
Michael Graham, S.J. presided
Xavier
senior
Rachel Runiley of Fr.
over the mass, sharing his words of
Hirt.
wisdom with Muskies and Bearcats
"He even used lines from a
alike.
Monty
Python movie to help make
Following the mass, all were
his
point.
One minute he was acting
welcomed to a dinn~r held by St. .
out
one
person's
part, the ·next
Monica~St. George's campus minminute he would face the other diistry program.
Mickey Sheibley, Campus Min- rection and play the. opposite charister at St. Monica-St, George, is the acter. It was great."
Following the mass ~t Xavier, UC
source of the idea for the Crosstown
· visitors stayed for a reception of
Preach Out
Married to Tom Sheibley, who is milk (chocolate and regular) and
Co-Director of Peace·and Justice cookies from Buskin's Bakery.

Habitat breaks
groun~ on home
Xavier's Habitat for Humanity
branch will break ground on a new
home at 9 a.m. Saturday in West
College Hill. Together with
Millcreek Valley Habitat for Humanity and Ursuline Academy,
Xavier's Habitat will use the
money raised from the Rake-AThon in the Fall of 2004 to begin
work on the home. Father Graham
will be the central speaker at the
event. For more information contact Katrina Mahlerwein at 9248824.

Players present
Dead Man Walking
The opening of Xavier Players' presentation of Tim Robbins'
, Dead Man Walking will take place
at 7:30 p.m. Thursday' Feb. 24 in
.the Gallagher Student Center
Theater. The play will take place
through Feb. 'P. Tickets are cur. rently on sale at$ I 2 per adult and
$5 per student. For more information or to purchase. tickets, call
745-3576.
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Holocaust
Awareness Event·.
From I I a.m. to.3 p.m. Wednes- ·
day, SAC presents a collection of
exhibits in memory of the Holocaust. The exhibits will include
an art exhibit titled From the Children for the Children: Art of the
Holocaust, books, scrapbooks, an
interactive critical thin~ing
children's mural, and a liberation
film about the Holocaust.

'
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Italian-American
Club meeting
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PH~TOCOURTESYOFMICKEYSHEIBLEY

Stu~erits from UC and XU join hands in prayer in the sanctuary at
St. Monica~St. George Catholic Church ne~r UC's campus

The coo~ies, which numbered massdn Bellarh'!ine Cliaj:iel.' · ·;·c ...
3QO atthe start of the evening arid
''The liturgies werejntended-to
were adorned with Xavier and UC be. a chance for campus ministries
emblems,. disappeared quickly. ·
from both sc;hools to come together,
Kelly Albainy~Jenei, campus and I think that really happened,''
minister at Xavier, considered 'the said Albainy-Jenei. ·
. event a success: . .
Studenrs and staff who attended
"It was really. well-received on the the Crosstown Preach Out masses'
· both sides,'' said Albainy-Jenei. "I were asked to sport their.school colthinkit just might beC:o!iie an an~ '.or§ in·.fronor:oftheevent> '
' '
nual event;''. · ·
" ..
. -· •· ·: 'c:ien~r~liy'.~he~ the'two schools
At this point, ·no .plans have . come t6gether cladill spirit wear,
been started for Crosstown Preach boundaries become more proOut 2006.:.nounced.and the rivalry between the
Albainy-Jeriel· e'stfffiates that schools· is hard 'miss. .
betw~~n 40 and X~vi~r students
On 'this occasion; however, red,'
PHOTO COURTESY OF XU CAMPUS MINISTRY
participated in -the -UC· liturgy_ on black, blue and white blended toFestively decorated cookies greeted mass-goers at a post~liturgy sod.al Jan. 23. A "simiiar· nuinber of.UC getherand_c,ampetitive spirits made
st~dents':\V~~pt~~ent at Su~,day's .· ·way for communi~y~
··
·· · ·
organized by members of Xavier's campus ministry program
: .-· .. ' ..
..·.. ·
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Police Notes·
'-

-'t\lli\llti-.~1?1!i\!!!\!lli!llllllllll!JllJliilW

Jan. 24; 9:20 a.m. -A student
reported the theft of his wallet from
the Fieldhouse.

Jan. 26, 1:45 p.m. -A student
reported the theft of his wallet from
a classroom in Cohen.
·

· Jan._26, 7:27p.m.-Anon..stuJan. 30, 6:58 a.m. ~A student
dent hiding behind cars inthe South . who was o'bse~ve<l' lyi~g in tqe
Lot was arrested for an outstanding snow near the c~ l Iot was cited for
warrant.
underage consumption ofalcohol
and possession· of a fictitious ID.

Jan. 28, 1.2:20 a.m. ~A nonJan. 30, 1:07 a.m. -:-A student
student was cited in .. th~ Gallagher . was cited f'orp~blic tnde~~n~ya~d .
Student Center circle for underage underage ccmsumpti_on pf-aicqhol
consumption of alcohol.
. after he was obs¢rved urinating in
· the frc6nn_o~:~P~rt~¢1ri~e'd6t::g .·
.. .

Jan. 26, 2 p.m. -A student in
Kuhlman Hall reported three incidents occurring over the past few
months in which a water bottle
filled with an unknown substance
was left on his desk.

.,·

Jan. 2s;·1:36 p.m. ~A nonstudent was arrested in Brockman
Hall for trespassing, 'disorderly
conduct, arid obstructing official
busiriess after refusing to leave the
building.
·
··
·

. ,~ ... ~ .• -~·.:...,.,. _: ~\~: . 1·-·" .•..

~·

-.: .• ,

•' .. : ......... •4.1·· ;... - ..• .;.. ... ···~ • ,·.

Jan. 30, 1:58 a.m. -::A.student
· acting disordetly-<rn a shuttle on
. Cleaney Avenue was cited for the
. unde~age consumption of alcohol .
·and' possession bf a fictitious I.D.

PQliCB Note '
ef ~lie we·ek' '
......

:··

.

.

.

Jan. 29, 1:27 .a.m. - Campu~·J?'olfoe and:Qihdripati Polie¢'
Pepartment iµyestig~ted the}epo~t--~~~aj~~J~st;tryfog)o gain
entryto·arear'bathroom·window
· at an occupiedresidence at 1019
Dana Ave~ue~ -The subject fled
th~ scene upon officer arrival_.
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Ben FoldS set
to··rock Campus·
·.remember senior.~ennjfer Koetter •
. whc:i passed away from juvenile diaContributing Writer
betes in December." said Bigelow.
'.'A portion of the proceeds fro~
The Student Activities Council
(SAC) will hold its •second concert. · the concert will be donated to help
of the year at 7:30 p.m. in the Cintas fight juvenile diabetes.
Center.
· "We will also be giving away.
The featured performer, Ben bookmarks with Jen~s picture and
Folds, will make a stop at Xavier as information about her life and the
part of his nation~wide tour to pro~ disease on it to every. person who
mote his.new album, his first in the buys a ticke~ to the concert."
last three years.
Tickets went on sale Monday at
Hi~ la.test album, Songs for . 1:30 p.m. in the Cintas Center, and ·
Silverini:mis scheduled for release · 1,109 tickets were sold in the first
this April, a(ld his single; ''Landed" two hours.
hitthe air waves on Tuesday,· . , '
.
Jick~t prices are $·15 for Xavier
Folds is best· known from the . studentanct$25 ·for the gen'eral
, :: .
group ~en Folds Five and their hit. public~ .
song "Brick!'
.
Tickets will continue to be,on
·Since _t~e group's spilt in 2000 sale from9 a.in. t.o 5 p.m. everyday
he has contfoued with. his piano in a at the Cintas Center'sTfoket Office
solo act and has recorde'<l several hit located on the east side of the buildsongs, most notebly,. "Rockin' the . ing, ·...
Suburbs." ·
Students may get up to four tick"The idea to bri~g Folds to' . ets with theif ALL~Cards.
Xavier came from numerous stu: StJdent~frointhe University of
dents;" said.- SAC board member and· Cincinnati, Mount SL. Joseph,
special events committee member Northern Kentucky University and
MatthewBige.Iow. .·
. . Thomas Moore Cqllege should
· "Collin Brum,. the specialEvents check with their student governCoordinator really pushed to make mepts to find out if they can get
discount student ticket prices.
it all possible," said Bigelow.
The concert will feature two Jo: ''This is the first tirne that Xavier
cal bands. as <?pening acts, .
. . . has _ha_d two lllajor concerts in one
SAC hopes to make the spring . year and the first hip-hop concert
concert a popl)lar·:i.nd !lt1nllal:event. ,iq fl~e.Y,~~~;;·;~ajdJJjgyJo~•.:',Collin , .
It cost SAC over $38,000 to bring Brum is really working hard to ere-·
Ben Folds to Xavier and they are ate many diverse programs to reach
expecting .over 2,200 students and many people." . _
members of the community to at..SAC is hoping that students not
only cowe out for a good show, but
tend this event. .
"A big part of this co!wert is to also to support a good cause.
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€b~pel construction contin~e~

. BRANDY WILLIAMS

Summer Session Dates
Early Session
May 23 - June 17

Summer Session El
May 23 - July 1

Summer Session II

July 5 ~August 12

·

.

Surr1mer Session [I
June 6 - July 29. ·

. . . .

· ,· <'P,q,aring People to iecid F.xtra~rdinary Lives

.· . .,>./. . : .: ...t::LQXQ!:-4'···•, ·. ·
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. NEWSWIRE PH01:0 TAKEN BY CHRISTINA BLUST

.

Work crews
continue
making progress
on Bellarmine Chapel's new. front addition.
.
.
.
'
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.. . NEWSWIRE PHOTO TAKEN BY CHRISTINA BLUST

The. new baptismal font remains underwraps whilewc:)rk crews finish construction
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Jay Arns, Senate Student Relatlons

, Attention, Xavier students. Today Is the last day to
vote in the SGA Executive election. The poll will be
open . just inside. the front doors of the Gallagher
Student Center, BAM to 7PM. Your choices are
Wiiiiam Buckley/Joe Ring/Omari Aarons and Derek
Blank/Maggie. Meyer/Steve Bentley. Regardless of
what class you're In, you should exercise your right
to vote. Freshmen; sophomore.s, and juniors: this Is
your chance to have an ··impact on how your
Student Government. Association will be run next
year. Seniors, It is likely that manyof you feel like
your vote is unimportant becaus~ you'll be leaving
soon. However, using your vote meaningfully is one
of the most influential methods of leaving your mark
on· the school and ensuring that your fellow
Musketeers will be In good hands In the future. So, If
you haven"t voted . yet get to Gallagher before
7Prv1.

~~~·~~.
The S~nate Student Affairs ·committe~ will host
ah -open foru"1 on Thursday, February 3rd _to
discuss the +/- Grading - Scale that is
scheduled to take effect in the Fall of 2005.
· All interested students should contact Senator
Alex Thomas at thomasad@xavier.edu for
further information.

Helen Todd
Junior
. . SAC
Promotions Chair

Marius Martin
Junior
Senate
. Financlal Affairs

Hometown: Sevierville, TN
·Hometow.n: Cleveland Heights, OH
. High School: Gatlinburg-Pittman HS
High School:· Cleveland Heights HS
Major: Marketing
·
Major: Organizational Communications
Other Interests: Marketing Club,
En~
Other Interests: BSA, Gospel Choir, · ·
trepreneurial _-Club, Blufmusic.com
Concert Choir, Vocal Chamber
EnFavorite Class at Xavier:
semble·
.
Consumer Behavior
.
Favorite Meal atthe Cafe: Four Cheese
Pasta and Pulled Pork Sandwiches
Favorite Meal at the Cafe: Omelets
Favorite Movie: Smallville.on DVD
Fa.vorite Movie: The Color Purple
: Favorite· Book: Favorite Book:
Confessions of a Shopaholic ·
· :• The Bible (can't live without it)
If you could choose any three people in : If you could choose any three people in
the world to have dinner with, who
: the world to have dinner. with, who
would you choose?-_ Brad Pitt, Jack
: would you choose? BraJesus, Jill Scott,
Johnson, and .ChuckPalcihniuk
: . and Evelyn Crayton (my grandmother)
::.,· .
•-. . .
•
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FedEx@ Ground. Thinking about some fast cash and help with college?
Join the fast~p~ced FedEx Ground team as a part-time Package. ~andler.
You'll work up a sweat And in return, .get a weekly paycheck, tu1t1on
assistance and more.
·
·
·

. Qualifications: ' ·
· • Must be able· to lift 50 lbs.
Apply Directly. to: .
• $9 to $9.50 p/hrto start, scheduled raises
FedEx Ground
after 90 days and 1 year. Available shift:
9667 Inter-Ocean Drive
· 2AM-8AM Tue-Sat ·
Cincinnati, OH 45246
· • Ability to load, unload, sort packages
• 18 years or older
·
fedex.co·m/us/careers
.
• Part~time, 5-day weel< ·
Women and minorities are encouraged to join the team.
From 1~75 North to 1-275 West, Take Exit #426, OH 747 North Exit. Merge onto Princeton Pike, Princeton Pike beCOll)~S OH-747. C,ontlnue on OH-747 for ap.proximately
2 miles to Muhlhauser Road. Make a left ~nto Muhlha.user Road. Make a le.ft onto Inter-Ocean Drive. FedEx Ground will be on yo.ur right, 9667 Inter-Ocean Dnve.
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QUALIFYINS J;VENT
THURSDAY
.·
,_· FEB.· 3 · · ·
.. 7 PM
..
SCHMIDT_ FIELDHOUSE

. CO-ED CHAMPIONSHIP
SATURDAY, FEB. 5
8 PM
CINTAS CENTER

.
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.~,

to·
· ~tudentsl

3 Divisions: .
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Male·, Female
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NEW SW.IRE

Bryon LOrto:ri,

EDITOR

·email!

NEWSWIRE-OPED@XAVIER.EDU

STAFF EDITORIAL-:

SGA: Students·
Governing .. . Apparently.
We know what you're. thinking, cret closed door meetings and meaand you're wrong. You thought we suring signs is quite a job! We sure
were going to use this space to bash are glad they 're on the job, keeping
SGA, when in fact we're going to · our streets safe from signs that may
be six inches too tall.
praise them'.
Yep,' we're not going to go into
Furthermore, we 're not even gohow they spent more than an hour ing to complain about the scandal
discussing the latest election fiasco surrounding senior Senator Pavin
Parikh and how the Senate had to
at their last meeting.
For those of you who remember have a closed door meeting about
last year, SGA President Andy how to deal with a mistake he
Gibson won amid a little contro- made.
versy. It seems he put up parapherTurns out he emailed everyone
nalia in a strict anti-paraphernalia the wrong resolution, so everyone
zone. After much heated debate his voted for what they thd.ught it was
ticket was docked - - - - - - - - - - - - - g o i n g -to be;· and
~sure
not actually what··
quite a few votes
. and still won by a
it was.
landslide.
Now, ofcourse,
So this year, as
they need to have
meetings and dein all years, the
. tickets put up large
th
· ·
bates about how to
handle this situa'billboards on our

are glad
they're on the job,·
keeping our streets
saj '{!from _signs that
ma11 be six inches tOO
'J
tall.

Academic Mall to
proclaim their
stance on positions that trouble
the active minds of Xavier students.
Will they really bring Subway to
campus? Probably not.
Anyway, the debate that took
place during this week's Senate
meeting was about whether or not
. those b.eautiful billboards exceeded
the size limitations speCified in the
SGA Constitution. Wow. If we may
offer our humble opinion, that was
time well spent.
It just seems like an odd coincidence that the people in' charge of
'the all-important sign measurements are the same ones that were
in the middle of all the hoo-ha last
fall when our esteemed Student Senate tried to discipline Gibson for appointing the elections committee
two weeks late.
And what a committee it is!
Why, measuring signs, having seCOPYRIGHT 2005
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According· to• Nora •••
A polit~ riigllt with politics

'.

.they had threa~ened to do all .year.
.That habit is one of many things
Like so many other people who.had I have picked up from my father
promised a mass exodus should . (along with listening to public rac
Bush win the ~foctiori, they still dio, being incredibly short-temlive in America, and the wedding pered; and bc;:ing susceptible to
went off without a hitch.
heartburn from even the mildest.
·NORA MCINERNY
Guest Columnist
I was certain that the wedding foods). .
Nobody; and .I mean nobody,
I grew up in Minneapolis, a po- would contain at lea.st~ fist fight if
Iitically minded city where the av" not an all out battle royale over knows who I voted for: That's not.
erage mother drpve a Subaru whose_ privatization of sociai security, the to- say that nobody has asked. My
entire rear. window was plastered war on terrorism, .or the legaliza- . boyfriend's obsession with this sewith clever stickers announcing all · tion of marijuana:; which is a .sub- .. cret krn)ws no limits. He'll re~! off
of her political nuances and where ject dear to the hearts of many of a list of questions over the phone
and casually throw i·n, "S.o, who;d
people still have not taken down my relatives.
their 2004 election yard signs.
My little brother was a high- you vote for?" Or. send ei;nails readMy family, a typical group of school Communist. He inverted the ing: I voted for _Bush _Kerry .
Minneapolitans, is just as verbal , American flags in our high school (check one).
with their politics. To survive din- hallways, passed out his homeMy vote is about the.only secret
ner chez Mcinerny, you need a ra- made propagaJ!da stickers,. and I have kept in my life. I'm a talker, a
zor sharp wit, a hearty appetite,. tried to-fly the Italian.communist . . fighter, andl'm not shy with my
and thick skin, because somebody flag (which he stole from an Italian · opinions .. But regarding my very
is going to find out what you stand. village duririg our family vacation) ...first presidential vote, .I plead the
for and make fun of it with the goal· . outside our home until.my ex-Ma- fifth.Ina way, politics ar.e lik~ reliof driving you to teai:s.
· rinefather gave him apiece of his gion. You learn what you believe
My family.'s politics represent mind.
by listening, learning, and ques"What the hell is the matter with tioning. What you believe .is perall extremes. My father's older
brother is the poster-man for the you?!" my father screamed, as my sonal, and not_ even P. 'Diddy and
Catholic Conservative movement. little brother hitched up his saggy MTV'sRockTheVote'c:anpersuade
He has had presidential appoint- pants, shrugged l;lis stick-thin you ()therwise.
·
men ts with Ronald Reagan and shoulders, and rode away· on his ,
In 0th.er words, I can talk all I
BMX bike with cans of spray paint want, but I don't wear my politics
George W. Bush.
My maternal grandmother is a rattling in his ·backpa9k. Then a on my t-shirt or my bumper..
devout Democrat who said to me funny thing happened.··
'
I enjoy. the speculation that seas I admired. pearls in· a jewelry
Patrick· joined the U.S. Navy. ~recy creates. "She voted for Bush",·
store, "Oh no, Nora. You don't want The boy who twice overslept the I know it." My sister snarled .over
THOSE. Laura BUSH wears rioon shift at the grocery store was dinner after the election. "No, she's
. PEARLS.'' My aunt Rita~s ward~ now up at 4:30 a.Ill. on watch duty. a good girl. She voted for Kerry,"
robe contains several Anti-Bush t~ He teamed how to iron his uniform cooed my grandmother. "Who
shirts. and her 12-year-old and gain some muscle. He also gives a crap?" said my father.
daughter's AIM profile read; "John , changed his politics.
I agree with my Dad. Who cares?
·
. When he canie home for.Th~ks- I don't. think that George W. Bush
Kerry's Got My BaGk."
My new brother7)p-law's father. giving, he anc:) my father and the is the spawn of Satan, and I don't
and brother are NRA members who cleaning ladies danced around th.e think that John Kerry is a flip- .
like hunting and talking about house shouting "FOUR MORE flopper. The political talk of 2004
hunting.
YEARS!" While my grandmother usually amounted to nothing more
My sjster Meghan and her new stood in the living room covering than insult wars.
John Kerry is ugly. George Bush
husband Jeremy are Apple-Com- her years and shouting, "No! You
puter loving, VW-driving, Genera- stop that right now!" .
says stup~dthings: A war of insults
· tion X-ers who like Thai food and
While my father has gotten more Isn't exactly stimulating news. In
Michael Moore documentaries.
open with his politics, he still to .· f<;mryears, we'll have two new can- .
The two lovebirds planned their this day does not tell anyone who didates to pick apart over the diQwedding. for No'v. 6, 2004, not he. votes for.
·. · ner table and ori cable news.
.
thinking that if Bush won theelecNot even my mother, after .30
Once f!.gain, I'll be listening,
tion they would have to cancel said. years of marriage, is privy to this leifrnin~, and keeping my ballot a
wedding and move to Canada as sensitive information.
secret.'
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··-What.is ·Xa.vier University's·· new mascot?
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. :~\\lrifec'fiOus;:MondffuCieC>sis:is

!2~4s.~& .~y.'.tl\e.·:;;r·E·p·<·.s.' ~6.iri,~B. .~. _:yi~

"· ·.· >the.'pa'tie11(usualiy:
· · · · · · · ·· deveP
· ·
:riJs'
\cips a severes~re.throat;swollen

:gfands ~nd"sig'nifi'carit·fatigue'..
; : '.j(is·~alled'.the ''kissing di~~
ease" becatis~ it, fs spread
thfoughi(salivaf cl?se contact.
y0 ~ ~()rl~(g~i·k~y,;b'eingin 'tlie
:'.same,:C:lassroo'niior·.dab:ri}ooni
with 'th(d~febt~d' ir{ciiidu~i
• ;;,,Alltibibtic~ .~r~ il()thel~fuUri
lr~a~ing/rrio'no ~_11les.sr the indi~
·vid4af has a se~ondary 'strep in"
'fettion/ ., 'C', :· <". ..... : ' . -.·.·.· ..·..' .·
« 'fhe:treatment is centered on
contl'.olliµg tnesevere sore.throat
pairi:;)Usua!ly, the -illriess're,spiy~~ .over; two w~~ks althqugh
some)ndividuals niayhave lfo:gering:fadg~htliatJasi.months.:
.....:Avoid str6'rili~us\a'ctivitiesi
dririking 'a:!c<?h&J;~hd c9ntad
sports .dtiriiig,-fue~'~ci.£tei.UJJ~ssF
'foprey¢nt,spteadiftg it·tdoth-.
ers; Jtis best tO aVoid',kiSsirig
\vhile yo~'[e_ip;:as wpilas ayoid
:~harihg~towels;aiid- drinking
gfa~s~s'~ith others. Usually an
·indiyidual ori1y:.geismono on'Ce,
.(life~longimtnllllity); ·
··
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the capitalistic system that this inresptinse to the Op-E~ piece fea- brains, into nine pages of glorified Aristotelian/Thomistic system, and stitution is allegedly so inextricatured in the Jan. 26 issue of the class notes; this .is called a "final their impact on what has become . bly tied to.
In exposing the roots of moderNewswire entitled "Institutional In- paper" and passes for original modernity is not a matter of origicoherence."
thought here. The process is noth- nal thought; it is one of understand- nity and the cast of mind that places
ultimacy on material achievement
, Specifically, I wish to address ing 111ore than regurgitation.
ing historiqal processes.
the claim that Xavier is an institul admit that there is a kernel of
Similarly, being tested· on and (this is the good as useful, which
tion inextricably inv~lved inAmeri- truth to this statement, but no more. writing papers about them is not after Descartes replaced the good
can capitalism whose only goal is . The philosophy class~s that I have an insidious act of squelching as noble), our professors have
to grant
students the qualifica-. attended have i.nvolved a.good deal originality, but rather an assess- opened the floor for discussion, as
· tions necessary for a superior job of memorization. 6
ment of our understanding of said it were;!; the question is, "Is this con7·1~;~'.:tr1'"s"1lo''.'r"'1'·c''."a''.l··.'.'p""rK'o~'.c"esses. It i's after th1's
·
'd
·
·
d
h.
h
·"
However,
th1's
c·
an"'
:
;;
..
'
"
"\.f.·'
"
"'
"
"
'a"1'.·~n'
'·"'e'"i1
cept of life valid? Is there truly no
upon gra uat1on, an t at t e 10s.D
u• II l
tering of original, independent by ~ecognizing the~~
Jtlii~' t~-~~"JH~ffiii::'thought comes into more to human existence than
this?"
thought is at best secondary and properly deal with Wi
ory,5_() ,., !-play;
If this is not to subvert the domisubordinate to this goal.
philosophy. a_nd th~L•.,.., 1a~~;6£:" · We cannot fruitfully pass judgnant
paradigm, it is at least to call
I will not deny that such an aim philosophical ideas~i(''k''-·stqt,i~,~J ment on anything until we have
it
into
question; furthermore, even
is indeed first in the minds of many and. social· processes~.
'lf ~..,~~; understood what it is. We have not
if
these
questions were never dis. of my fellow students and that it is
No greater examp!~:~L,\, is ~gijtgs _come· to afull understanding of it
~he a~is on which our whole·cul- to mind than Theory'of~~nowledge·, ·' until we have recognized its causes cussed in d_epth in the classroom,
ture swings However placing the -whith I took last serri,~~~f:,' Irl(~.~~~ (failure to recognize this fact leads we were letl to think them through
·
blame for. this admitt~dly lamen- were constantly rerriil}pe-' 'tha£1,the · to mistakes in philosophy, religion, ourselves.
Our classes serve only to lead.
table state of affairs on the institu- subject of our studie~j~
stot-X.;!.~':~iJE~nd foreign· p~olicy alike). ·
·
tion is unmerited.
sequence of advanc~s!(''.
qgf,~~::'·
;. is iS,,;wfi~t we were encouraged us to this point; they are a means,
To explore this theme I turn to . sions; as the cas~~m-. . '~6-;~(h Ii"""'' clinJ:'.~-~Q"fy of Knowledge, and not an end. Ultimately, we must
bring our own education to fruithe very philosophy classes that thought by .which tq~~ffie,: ~ZRH~~,."Jlli~.\~~1ttl~t~~!he class ended.
were vituperated as hotbeds of in- look wadounded.
However, the assidu.ous student - tion.
We must, in other words, reflect
This involved the dismissal by would then have recognized the
tellectual sterility in which we are
to memorize. For example, Platonic Descartes and the early moderns of . links between the Cartesian system on what we have learned using
or Cartesian.philosophy as though final causality (Le. an innate pur- and the modern frame of mind, in original thought, a power of the
their tenets were "gospel" (appar- pose in nature, allowing us to shape which the universe is devoid of - mind that can be granted by no in· , ently this .is intended t~ mean in-. it to our will and purposes-wh.ich meaning and the end of life is mas- stitution, but rather can only. be
fallible and unquestionable; for an· we have indeed done after tery of nature and unchecked ma- excited and cultivated by an analysis of the roots and causes of things.
alternative to this view of scripture Descartes) and the good as noble terial advancement.
This, at least in the experience
· These are philosophical prinI direct the reader no further than to (the idea that anything can ~e good.
our. own theology. ~epartment, for in itself, and not merely when sub- ciples ·which, when compounded of this student, is what Xavier seeks
whose faculty !have great respect). . ordinated to use or' used to attain by four centuries of advances in po- to attain, and does.
Having done so, it was stated, .some other goal).
litical and economic thought, have
-Charlie Bowman
we were then to transmute these
Understanding these principles, been jndispensable in upholding
Class '07

its

Wh~re.

•

.... · . Questions{l~~;'ver~dbYJ~mesP.
. KonermaizM,D;-XUGraduateand<
Medical DirectoratHealrl! & Counseiing
'qe,~ter'. Q!'~~lio,m inay £,e submiU(!d vi~. .
e1nail io Ni!wswi'"e of dropped in Dpc.'faili
; .;box,.~tije{llth .~·colfllsi!fi11g Celiier. ·.. ,
.. ..: : . ; '' .
. ...·' . . . . . ·.
~

,, ..

are·you:people hiding_?

BRENDAN MCHUGH

or better than you? You're wrong. . most basic rights that sets the
For some strange reason, I assume United States ofAmerica apart from
I've written enough articles in that there are. intelligent conserva- many other countries in the world:
the Newswire by now that I can tives here on campus that most nearly undisturbed . freedom of
safely say that I have coine to acer- · likely have opinions which run con- speech.
.
_........,.Oh,,yq_y}re'too.,1?,usy, you say?
tain conclusion. There is a serious trary to my own.
f .. ,,,
lack of politically conservative
Beheve. me, I'd hke to,,, assume/: -\•'\f3.oo-freakih'g~ho<J
! . n.1.!1
currently
.
.
' .-.
' .
!ha~';~. mak~ taking 18 credit liotir,s,\volunteercontent in this publication. 'fhis that the arguments t:''.X
f}A""<J.,,.'
·
~til
:·1
'. .··. '·.·.«
·:.
must be embarrassing, seeing as ,- within my articles are;~,9,'.~9~~d th~t l)ng on· .Sat~rday mqrnii:igs, and
how it took a bed-wetting, .tree- they cannot_ be refu~1e,.q;8,r,~ruJed info spe,µding (s;igni:(ica~t pati,_oq~o
~
·~··
.~
~
~
.,,~- ~··'-·-~
evenii:igs a{Week'Working for this
. huggln&' liberal to bring this to your quest1on;~;burI: h1gij~Y,A · br~t. ;
attention.
~Pii~t·~8~·~:}t:.~%':C )~~u fro y~~Yj p~f;.1}i~,~tibJ1,; ;, W~ich,11 might
I ·have given !ill you conserva.- w~i~etd/fieW~}i)~wiref9 ,..}9.e'yqur £~q~,]e~i's'tS''~9:tl1a\th~ stu~~nt bodytives put there in Xavierland ample opin~o1ts, ..wheit tljet_elisir''~ so the. ;1 Catv'have'itS'VOice:be heard, albeit
,,
opportunity to engag~ in. intelligent hug¢JY-'.'9pritrc)~~r~i~ij'~vent takihg i i~ra. ~m~ll. way.
and spirited, yet respectful, debate plac6'·th~t 9i~f~pts'!Y,<?~r daily ro~- \, i1Further~o~e, you ~~ed to realwithin these pages, and frankly, I've tine? Do~needtosliJ1g.$lursormak~ Uze1 that y,bu ~an't r~ly upon the
•
"·"..:
··=.' r ·
~
<
,
,
lost my patience. ·
·
sweepmg generalifatibns?
'' ':.College-Republican·s to speak out
I don't get it. Many of you sup-'·" for those of you with intelligent
Do you all think that my pur~
pose iri writing articles is intellec- 1 port a war that you have been con-· opinions.
·tual masturl!ation? Do you think vinced is being fought so that our
Their policy of keeping to themthat seeing'my thoughts in writing lib~rties might be preserved, yet selves and avoiding inter-political
-gets me ·off or ma.tCes me feel smarter" you refrain from exercising one the discussion and debate has never
Asst. Op-Ed Editor
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ceased to disappoint me. I'll never
forget their official response to
Michael Moore's visit within these
very pages: "he's a flake."
Could this be. the same "flake"
· that has made millions of dollars
writing books and producing mov- ·
ies which call many of your beliefs
into question? No, they think that
just by wearing ·t-:shirts with arro. gant phrases, they've done their job.
Come on, people! I know you're
out there! I refuse to believe that
there aren't any of you who actually care enough about something
to take the time to put it on paper.
Consider this article a sporting
challenge. I have just lovingly
smacked your rosy, dimpled cheek
with some kind of glove. Or, maybe
it's a gauntlet like in that Mel
·Br.oaks' movie? Perchance,
wouldest thou d_arest snatch it up?
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Atlantic 10
Shootout
For the fifth straight year, the
annual Atlantic 10 Shootout will
. make its way to Xavier's Schmidt
Fieldhouse on Thursday at 7 p.m ..
Open to all students except varsity basketball · players, the
ShootOut is a two person basketball shooting competition where
contestants have 30 seconds to
make as many shots as possible
from the seven targets on the floor.
Winners of the co-ed division
get a chance to compete for
$10,000 at the Atlantic 10 Tournament, while winners of the men's·
and women's divisions win Delta
airline tickets.
For those who don't come home
with the top prizes, there are raffle
pri_zes from Flix, Gameworks, Shadowbox· Cabaret, Baily's. Total Fitness, and RSA, plus free t-shirts and
Jimmy John's subs for everyone.

XU men's and
women's swimming
The Xavier men's and women's
swimming teams ran into some stiff
competition over the weekend as
they traveled to the University of
Indianapolis for its annual invitational meet.
The Musketeers faced off with
Wabash, Denison and the host University of Indianapolis. With both
teams peaking at the right time of
. the season, the XU men were narrowly edgeclby Denison, 129-128,
and the University of Indianap~-
lis, 131-113, while defeating
Wabash, 147-110.
·The Musketeers will use the
next two weeks to prepare for the
Atlantic 10 Championship Meet
that will run from Feb. 15-19.
Both teams will travel to Buf~
falo, N. Y., to compete at Erie Community College for the rights to
advance to the NCAA meet later in
February.

OSUhostsXU
indoor track
The Xavier Un_iversity men's.
and women's indoor track teams
competed in their second meet of
the young season at the Ohio State
Invitational hosted by OSU at
French Field House on Saturday:
In the women's one mile run,
. Joanna Gruber was XU's top finisher as the freshman finished in
seventh at 5:26;11.
Freshman Ben Milroy paced the
men in the 3000 m in 13th with a
time of 9:03.91, which is nearly
three seconds faster than his run at
Purdue two weeks ago.
The XU men's and women's
track teams will return to ·action on
Feb. 12 when theMusketeers travel
to Akron for the All-Ohio .Indoor
· Track Championships.
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Lady Muskies falter in final seconds
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as-Owls blemish·.confetence record
BY CASEY WELDON

a tough fallawiiy jumper _that.
evened the score at 62.
'·1n an attempt to catch the Owls · ·
What started off as a good week · off~guard, Xavier chose not to call
·for the lady Musketeers as Tara
their final time out. And when·
Boothe was named A-10 Player of · Miranda Green's driving shot was:
the Week, ended poorly with a loss
blocked by Dupree, she collected · ·
vs. Temple in the final four secthe· ball and called timeout in- . ·
onds of the game.
·stead, setting up a miraculous fin~ .
With Xavier and Temple tied at
ish for Temple.
62 at the Liacouras Center on SunIt was a tough sequence for
day, Owls head coach Dawn Staley·
Green, who played a heroic· 40
drew up a pfay reminiscent of the
minutes of basketball while scorwomen'.s 1992 Duke-Kentucky reing 13 points and collecting 5
gional final, and handed the Musrebounds.
keteers their first conference loss
Booth led the Musketeers· in
of the season.
scoring with 18, and Hairston
. ::
With just four ticks on the
nearly doubled her .previous caclock, Temple inbounded the pass
reer high as she put up 31 points
60 feet to Candice Dupree who
on 15 of 19 shooting to lead the
dribbled through a Musketeer
Owls.
doubleteam to find Kamesha
Not to be overshadowed by
Hairston cutting to the hoop for a
the loss to Temple was a 73-54
last second layup.
win over the rival Dayton Flyers
· The bucket dropped Xavier to
on Thursday night at the Cintas
7-1 in the conference' and 13-6
Center.
overall;. while the 24th ranked
The win gave head coach
Owls improved to 9-0 and 17-3.
·.. Kevin McGuff 50 for his career,
.
NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY SHANE GLEASON .
The lead changed hands three . and in just 78 games, passed
The
Musketeers
and
sophomore
Chelsea
Chowning
loS!: their perfect
times and. was tied once in the fiMelanie Balcomb to become the
A~
10
record
in
the
last
four
seconds
of
the·
game.
nal minute alone. After Hairston
fastest coach to record 50 wins in
put Temple up by one with 46 secXavier's history;
. Xavier will look to rebound
AdeolaOlanrewaju followed with 14
onds remaining, Kristy Wallner
Getting the win to break the and 13 respectively.
from Sunday's heartbreaker when
musc!ed her way to the boards to · record proved to be nothing more
Suntana Granderson chipped in · they travel to Duquense andRichcollect an offensive rebound and
.than a formality, as four of the
mcind this weekend.
·
11 points of her own, and Kristy
drop in a layup while being fouled,
five Musketeer starters celebrated Wallner dished out 7 assists to round
The Dukes are currently sitting
The. three-point_play brought · the first ever Blue.Blob Appre- out th_e starting five.
. in the basement of the A-10 West
Wallner to 13 for the day, and gave·· ciation Night by scoring in
division at 2-6, but the Spiders,
Olanrewaju also pulled down 11
double 'figure$.
'
Xavier a two point lead with just
boards, 7 of them on the offensive pre-season favor'ites to win the
32 seconds left. At the other end of
Tara Booth led the way with glass, in recording her second ·West, stand at 7-2 and 16~3 overthe floor, Hairston responded with
_17, while Miranda Green and double-double cif the year.
all. .
Contributing writer

,"·

Games to Watch

/

2/4
at Duquesne
{Pittsburgh)
7 p.m.

2/2

vs. La Salle
{Cintas Cente_r)
7:30 p.m.

..

2/16

2/5

Atlantic 1O Champi~nships
{Buffalo, NY)

vs. Ohio State
(Walsh Rifle Range) .
11 a.m.

10:30 a.n:i.

This weekend:.Women's tennis at Marquette {Milwaukee~ Wis.) 9:30. a.m .... Men's tennis vs.
·Buffalo {Olean, NY) 12 p.m .... Men's basketball vs~ _Rhode Island (Cintas Center) a p.m ... · ·
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Somethi,ng Fischy
'T.he Muske-teer
underdog'

Hawks .·halt. XU

that looks a little better than the
men's measly 3-4 A-10 record.
But just because the women are
performing a lot better right now,
doesn't mean the men still can't
succeed.
The XU men's basketball team
is maybe really the classic underdog team. What if that is just how
BY RACHEL FIS.CHER
the Muskie men play?
Assistant Sports Editor
We are the disadvantaged team,
Yesterday marked the first of the kind that does not mind to
February, meaning the beginning sweat a little more, and push a
to the l~t leg of conference bas- little harder when the going gets
ketball games.
_tough.
While the Musketeers begin to
·
·
.· .
,
. .
.
·
., .
.
· NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY SHANE GLEASON
They remind me of the unforDespite the impressive play 'of fr~shmen Stanley Burrell, the Musketeers had a mediocre Jan1;1ary,
play their conference foes one last. tunate movie "Dodgeball" I had
posting a 4-4 record and dropping their conference record to .3-4.
·
time this season, and participate to watch over winter break in
in the.Crosstown Sh_ootout, I can Colorado; It was one.of those·
BY CASEY WELDON
post-play of under-sfaed forward lay-up with 4:33 to go in the game,
Cqntributing writer
Justin Cage, and the perimeter ori- but XU did not score· a field goal
only begin to think about the .ex- ·cold winter ·nights, ·after a long_
citement ahead. March Madness! day of skiing arid it was the only
Attempting to get their season ented Justin Doellman and fresh- forthenext4:29andSaintJoseph's
Looking back on -fast year's movie everyone cotild ag{ee on.
back on track, the Xavier men's bas- man Josh Dun~an.
converted 8-of-14 free throws down
ketball team stormed into the
Overall, the Musketeers have the stretch to seal the win.
. season at this time the men's bas- (exceptme);lam not a big fan of
k~tballteam was 11-8. ·And at this those predictable movies, I don't
nation's capital to knock off this dropped four out of the last five
The Musketeers utilized a 17-2
point hi the 2004~05 season the under~tand;how yoti can watch a
year's Atlantic lOpowerhouse, only road games-by a total of 16 com- on the strength of four consecutive
Musketeers are similarly 9-8.
to see their hopes at postseason play bined points.
·
made three-pointers to cut a19 point
movie that you already know the
· Ever since the Muskies went ending to. But anyway, every-.
take two big hits in Philadelphia
The lone road victory in the five- deficit (47-28) three minutes into
to the Elite Eight last year;"that is one said• the movie would be
with a loss in conference play and game stretch came on the shoulders the second stanza down to four (49all that is on the Xavier fans_' great, one of those inspirational;
.the loss of yet another big man.
of a freshman. The poise of Burrell, 45) with i 1 minutes left in the game
minds, ·hoping thitttheir-team can' uplifting kind of movies that
Coming into the week reeling who will be asked to step up his just to get within striking distance
'do itagain'this.year, even though make you want to work harder at
from a demoralizing· 15-point loss game _even more with the loss of ofSJU.
they will have to do withouttheir whatever you are doing.
from Temple at the Cintas Center, Thornton, to knock down the game
The Musketeers shot 40.7 per7
standout players Romain Sato
the Musketeers responded by winning shot versus GW was the cenffor the game (22-of-54) includAnd now lookirig back at that
lcr10cldng qff preseason A-10 favor- first such opportunity the Muskies irig 7-of-16 (.438) from ~~·ree-point .and Lkinel Chalmers. But some- ridicufous movie that I rolled my
thing.tells me that that wori't be a eyes at during most of, it really _
ite and nationally ranked GW.
have converted all season l6ng~ ,
territory. Saint Joseph's.was 21-ofproblem for them, for Xavier men's does remind me of Musketeers,
The win came on the strength of
Of Xavier's four games decided 44 from the field (.477) arid 10-ofa Stanley Burrell three-point heave by two points or less, the Muske- 20 (.500) from three-point range.
basketball likes to be the under- with a lot rnore comedy, but the
with time running down at the teers have only come out on the
Xavierout-rebounded the Hawks
dog. Well that is what I have come overall message is orie of the
to realize.
Smith Center,:66-65.
winning side once.
35-to-29 and each team committed
same.
However, the Musketeers',hopes·,,.,,,,,,=,Burrell:s
heroics
came
about
af16
..
turnovers,
but
the
Hawks
were
The
team
has
had
their
ups
and
The Xavier men's basketball
~1
14~t~
,~.;.
lit--~ •.. I
~I C....,..,.~:·,,,_.,-..,,..
~ •..,.. r_,,..,.,..........._ .,..,1
•~·~v.'l.'·~i-''1~•:'\I ,...,,,,.,..,.~.~r:..,·~
downs this season, nothing too -team is the underdog story, the
of winning consecutive games in ter ~w·~ T!J:'Ilporqpsqtrmi~sed(tlie l"ablcftO !sctjr~ 22~p·oints off of XU's
1
A-10 play was dashed. by,.1th~~~ot fron~pdp~Hi'ong:an·ct;'ime~·bppht:.-:t~riJis~uekw&lie-tfie:~usketeers manextraordinary, but that doesn't players keep getting their faces
make Xavier fans even a little bit pushed into the dirt but don't give
shooting of St. Joseph's. ~en· ' ,;'P~t tunity;~ith. ~~.J::0Ionilil~ffl.~1Jgin1t""'.'~--etforily"l7'pbin_t~"off of the SJU
upset because they know that the up.
Carroll.
/
\, to a 65{¥
!e~<;l,
and
15.~~s'fconds
.
_
J·:~
1
. week' ~lfi-;,,,,.;;,;J?,,,~l~,l
'" I'o·,- l
·1 remamtq~t
" 1Wili'
d . k
X a vier
. jwas· 1-e d~~n
" scormg
. by
• • ' 1:J' mt
Carro 11 , th ts
Muskie men can make it back into
Maybe that will be our new
,e gamei(i;l,lDt
11,, ~e nc
championship competition. once thing; to be known as the team
of the week and you.?g~~~.~~;~~~~! ~inn adv~~fedij the baiqU~to the /;.oellmani; who sq!Med his teamthat always excels when itreally
~eteers ~tgh 16 pqmts on 6~~f-14 from t.he again.
former Notre Da"}e s~Nd~ut'Nfatt~ontcou.rt ·~Jief.e ~he
Atthispoint in the Musketeers'·. _ matters.
Carroll, !orched.P,le M:p_s~1es for a to?k .a ttmeo t with 9. ~~~onds fih.~~ ~"'Il~~-of-6
, three-pomt
season, they are about where they
And when you do, it is not to .
career-high 29 ££l!R!.$~~1ttmg 7-of- sh_9~-!V,S;;.q,,~,
. ' •lq'ilf'.JiiJll;;":Jrl:iW.
were
last year, only this year they prove to them that you are better,
oellman
in
11 three-point
o"al9r:ig:''"''t,<ii"""Co ·
·
with fiverebou
·arn· ,••... -~ 111;:1f'
have another favor on their side, because. you don't care, it is just
15 points on
two.blocked sho
_;59
the experience the'pressure, fast- - to confirm within yourself how
eld and commitover Xavier.
2.8 seconds remaining.
ted just one turnover in 35 minutes
breaking, :ha~ging~off~the-edge~ greatyou really are.
Though the loss in the record
Burrell shot off ofone foot from - of action. _
_
of-your~seats-moments somewhat
Hopefully with the season
book will hurt the Muskies as their. about five feet behind the 3-point
Caudle provided a boost off the ._- behind; them, with such a young record·afit stands, things will get
season continues; the bigger loss arc to give the Musketeers the win. bench for the second consecutive team.lastyear; ·
better. We can have our own
for XU will be Brfan Thornton's
"I told the guys after the game ··game, scoring nine points and grab- . _.. The woinen 's team this yeatis "Musketeer" underdogs.
injury.
.
that if you stay· with it over the bing four rebounds in a season-high
7~1 in the conference and to·me
I:Ia'ving already lost two courseof30games, there is no team . 26 minutes.
frontcourt players in freshman. that's jinxed and eventually we
Caudle proved big iri the vicBoubacar Coly and sophomore were going to be the team.that toryoverGWaswell,fintshingwith
Brandon Cole to leg injuries early makes the shot," said head coach 10. points in the half to match
on in the seasori, the injury to Sean Miller.
. Burrell.
.
.
.Thornton could not come at a worse
"Tonight was our· night and I
Justin Cage led the_ Muskies in
time.·
give Stanley Burrell a lot of credit scoring versus the Colonials finish"Defensively; especially without- .- to be able to step up and hit that ing with 13 points.
Thornton, we're going to have to shot."
Pops Mensah-Bonsu led GW as
I •
do some things to help our team,'' ;· After· splitting .their pair of the junior scored a game~high 14
said first year Head Coach Sean games this w.eek Xavier continues points while.grabbing eight reMiller, who will be forcect to shuffle ;to hover. around the dubious .500" bourids.
the lineup ·dramatically with mark.
Xavier's defense limited GW's
Thornton's day-to-day status.
· Xavier finds-itself at 9.-8 overall leading scorer T.J. Thompson, who
"Offensively, we have to spread ·on the season and 3-4-in the Adan- was averaging 15.0 ppg.i to just five
_out and do our best when Will's not -tic 10 Conference. The Muskies points and two assists for the game.
in the game," said Miller of his lone are currently ti~d for fourth place
Xavier will return to action to~_
post player.
_
in the A-10 Western division with night, when the Musketeers play
Caudle: who has seen hi~ rote in... Dµquesne.
· host to La Salle University and then
the XU offensive ·grow steadily as
At St. Joseph's- the Musketeers -Rhode Island on Saturday.
the season has progressed, has a managed to pull ~ithin.three points ' Both games will be broadcast
history of foul trouble, so the Mus- of the Atlantic Id East-leading Jive via FSN Ohio from the Cintas
keteers will be forced to rely on the . Hawks at 59-56 thanks to a Caudle Center.
•
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Deep sea diving with-'' Alie.ns'
DIRECTOR OF 'TITANIC,' JAMES CAMERON, GOES
BACK
T(lWHERE
THE MONEY
IS: THE
SEA
'
.
. ...
.
.'·
.
.

Diversions Desk: 745-2878

'\•

'

'·,

~utm:~~7'111'-~~~lil'.M~l<ta

BY JAY ARNS

Contemporary Arts
Center exhibits
The Contemporary Arts Center begins its second year at the
Lois & Richard Rosenthal Center
for Contemporary Art. Current
exhibitions at the center include:

Multiple Strategies
"Multiple Strategies" explores
the varied strategies that artists
have utilized in creating works
that expand the category of
"artist's multiples" created within
the context of artist directed and/
or collaborative efforts.

Black President
"Black President: The Art and
Legacy of Pela Anikulapo-Kuti"
is a critical multimedia exhibition
that explores the influence and
artistic legacy of Pela AnikulapoKu ti, the legendary Nigerian
Afrobeat musician and activist
who died ofAIDS-related illness
in 1997.
Admission to the Contemporary Arts Center is $6.50 for adults
and $4.50 for students with ID.
For more information, call 3458415 or visit www.contemporaryartscenter.com.

'Sight .unseen'
at ETC
The Ensemble Theatre of Cincinnati presents the regional premiere of"Sight Unseen," a drama
by Donald Margulies.
The play runs through Feb. 13;
Performances are at ·8 p.m.
Wednesday through Saturday and
2 p.m. on Sunday. Tickets are $28
for adults and $25 for students.
For more information call 4213555 or visit www.cincyetc.com.

Contributing writer

Jami;:s Cameron once again dives
deep below the ocean's surface for
his latest offering, the ocean life
. documentary "Aliens of the Deep."
This time around, instead of starcrossed lovers Kate and Leo, the·
crew is composed of marine biologists, NASA technicians, and
Cameron· himself. The destination
is several different hydrothermal
vent locations in the Atlantic and
Pacific oceans that fall beneath the
photosynthetic threshold.
These are some of the most extreme environments on Earth, and
this results in a multitude of bizarre
creatures. who have managed not
only to survive in this harsh realm,
but indeed they thrive.
With no light available, the food
chain is supported by those organisms who can create energy from the
chemicals seeping out of cracks in
the Earth's crust.

.

.

.

.

.

.

James Cameron leads a tearn of scientists in exploration of deep sea

·PHOTO COURTESY OF MOVIEWEB.COM

animals~

mixture of miles-thick ice and ac- though you are in the bubble, with perheated water was getting into the
ocean from the vents in the ocean's
tive volcanoes).
them. It truly is incredible.·
·
There are two things a potential
Two problems stick out in my. floor.
Additionally, they discuss what
viewer of this film ought to bear in mirid. First, the people involved
mind.
in this exploration are nerds - sci- :technology would be required to
First, the movie is only 47 min:- ence nerds. However, they appear make.a similar dive via remote conutes long (in addition to being $9.25 · to be unaware of this, and they try trol on the aforementioned Europa
per ticket). The time really flies by, to act cool. This includes .bad and what the creatures might look
and the viewer is left w_ith the feel- jokes, awkward dancing,. and the like (complete with an· underwater
alien city, lifted almost completely
ing that he or she just finished ubiquitous slang.
watching something on the discovI cannot speak for everyone, of from Cameron:s ''Abyss").
This is all fine. I actually found
ery ·channel.
course, but hearing the 50-year-old
. However, the second. aspect to Cameron say that this dive is "off it interesting. However, I expected
keep in mind makes up for this. the hook" is not.something I want (not unreasonably) to see more real~
,Jife mqn~t.ers ,from.· my. owl! pl11.ne,~~
"Aliens .of the Deep'\~s an IMAX to hear more 14an o.nce .. ·· ··' , ....
film,ai;id it is in 3-D. .The combinaIn addition, one of his comrades In this respect, Cameron and his crotion of these two really makes the in nerdery feels theneed to com- nies just did not deliver.
Yet, I recommend this film. It is
screen come alive.
ment on a particular rock formaVarious small shrimp and other tion tJeing "the bomb." Nerds infinitelyinteresting,,and the IMAX/
Cameron and crew dive below in such creatures come twittering out should leave street slang in the· 3-D format is truly ~we-inspiring.
Despite a few problems here and
submersibles to get a better look at so that you could almost touch them. streets ..
exactly what goes on, as well as how ·
This phenomenon also works in
The second problem is that they there, a trip to some ofJhe deepest
the technology they are using might reverse. When the cameras are set .. did not show as many different and most perilous reaches of the
be used in the future for space travel just outside the bubble of the strange creatures as they could ocean from the safety of a cinema
and exploration (particularly on submersibles, viewers feel drawn have. Instead, they spend a great seat is well worth th.e price of adJupiter's moon, Europa, which is a into the strueture, and it feels as dealoftimediscussinghowthesu- mission.

Aquatic life at
Newport Aquarium
The Newport Aquarium is
home to 16 exhibits and countless
mysterious and interesting forms
of aquatic life. Everything from
jellyfis~ to sharks.and sea turtles
can be found inside.
The aquarium is open 9 a.m.
to 6 p.m. Sunday to Friday and 9
a.m. to 9 p.m. on Saturday.
Tickets are $17.95 for adults.
For ticket information visit
www.newportaquarium.com or
call 859-815-1441.

.
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'Bad Dates' at
the Playhouse

.

·

·

.

New :Releases ·

·

·1=~~~

·o::nu

iwt:1w•

!OJltU

t::t»trs

..i..

'"t -uro

Mii rv1 U IMl·#l'I

,

Saturday, Feb. 5
Langus
· . .
.'@: Soupie~. : , . : ,: ·: .
· -· ~aul Brady Say What You ·Feel (guest Bonnie Raitt) (Compas~) :.~ ~: : .•. :
· · ·. ··
··
Brazilian Girls Brazilian Girls (Verve Forecast) Coachwhips Peanut
· Monday; Feb..7
· Butter & Jelly Live at the Ginger Minge (Narnack) ;~. Bill Conners•.Re. turn (Torie Center)"~· HIM Love Metal(Univeisal) ;.; The-Ilnpossible"
·Iilterj)ol · ·. ·.
Shapes Horus (Secretly Canadian) ... Mr.-Spade Real Talk (West Coast · ' · @ Bogart's.: ·•· · ·
Mafia) ... Lars Danielsson Libera·Me (ACT/HighNote) .... Unwritten
·Law Here's to the Mourning (Lava)
.... all dates are tentative.

Sunday,Feb.6
Tracy Bird
· · @ Coilvi;:ntion Center

on. o~ b~fore February
I...
The following cliscs are due fo~ release
'
.
·,
..
'

"Bad Dates" is a a comedy presented by the Cincinnati Play~
house in the Park. ·
The play runs through Feb. 25.
Tickets are'·$34 to $44 on weeknights and $38 to. $46 on the
weekend. For show information
call
345-2242
or
visit
www.cincyplay.com

PH010 COURTESY OF MOVIEWEB.COM

There's only a few possibilities for this scenario: a) the discovery of Atlantis; b) a lost episode of "SeaQuest;" c) IMAX filler.
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Club·' SEA.Ls,' not sandwiches
I

BY. DAVE'GILMORE

Sports Editor

.This article is part ofa month long
article. e~ploring movies ."so bad
they're good.;' Enjdy!
' ·, · ·
They often say laughter is the best.
medicine '{°'they" meaning your
grandparents \\'.ho I:iave lived a mi~
raculously long time for people who
have favored Abbot·a.nd Costello over ·
·Advil). However, there comes a time· ·
in the course of history.when simple'
laughter just won't do, and astronger'
remedy is. needed not only to allevi-.
ate personal woes, but thc:ise ofthe
entire United States of America ...
While recent attempts afpure.jin~ .
goistic entertainm~rtt have been very. .
noble, namely in the form· of the tele~ ...
vision show ''24," there has not been
such a valiimt effort at blind patrio~
tism. since .the 199.q Classic,' "Navy, .
SEALs."
It's notthe· size ofyourgun..•
your
gun.
·Now I know what you ~re thinking;
!

and yes, "Navy SEALs... was snubbed
horribly for Best Picture. "Dances
With Woives?!'' You're k.idding,
right?!
..
Os.car snubs aside, this film was
not only the most influential cif the
1990s, but also perhaps the entire
course of human· existence. Anif the
funny thing about it is; it's not even
original in any sense of the word! .
Now, before.I continue, I should
tell you thatsuccessfully aoing:this
theory justic.e would require four
years ()f academic study and a lengthy
thesis,~ but since !Only coll)pleted_ one
and a half years' of•"Navy $EALs"
before ~witching tQ English, .r;,-.yJU
have to do my best
.. ' ' . . .
Four years prior to ''Navy SEALs,''
··or the year4B.N~s.; if.you will, a little·..
pi~tU:re by the riamebf"l'op ?un"was

released and well-received as the
first true summer blockbuster.
Obviously, someone thought it
would. be a good idea to tell the
same story four years later, ex-.
cept this time, with Navy SEALs
instead of Navy fighter pilots ..
The only constant, thank God,
·is Rick Rossovich, aka "Slider."
Nqw, did Rossovich know that he
was goiilg to appear in the same
film twice? Diditmattertohim?.
Probably not, considering he's
Rick Rossovi~h and all.
·
Also transported from "Top
Gun" are some minor details, like
all the characters and the plot, but
get tO
lafof .. ,. ' .
·' What is more disturbing is the
·iriciusion .of the male bonding
.montage t11at reared its fabul~us

we' n

iliose.

Abyss"), dishing out classic lines "MavHawkins." You might relike "I don't like you because you 're· member this from thefirst time you
dang~rous;' Wait, maybe that was saw it, when it was called the Kelly
Iceman ... oh, who cares.
· McGillis Era. Take me to bed or
There is also the obligatory'death . lose me forever. ·
Perhaps the most defining moby Maverick/Hawkihs' best friend,
of "Navy. SEALs" as an awement
Chief, who is like Goose except he
somely
bad movie is when they are
doesn't have a plane, and to my
riding
in
a sweet Jeep Wrangler ori
knowledge, does not know how to
the
way
to Chief's wedding, and
play "Great Balls of Fire" on the
Sheen
declares,
"I can't be a part
piano. Do you. see a pattern formof
this
funeral
procession."
He then
ing here?
proceeds
to
jump
off
a
hundredIn "Navy SEALs," the commandos are fighting, um, how should I foot bridge from a moving vehicle
put. this ... non-Americans. They into a river. This is so illogical that
mention Beirut a couple of times, I can't even make a joke about it.
"Navy SEALs" may not have
but that could mean ~nything. They
·
interesting
or original plot devices,
may have been from the same coun. . try as the bad guys in "Top Gun," well-crafted dialogue, or particubut probably not since the guys that larly likable characters, but it does
the SEALs fight have faces; And if have: Ric:k "The Wild Thing"
there's one thing we learned from Vaughn and Pedro Cerrano from
. • PHOTO.COURTESY OF YAHOO.COM "Top Gun,'' it's that communists "Major League" blowing up terrorwell; act~ally, itis the. size of
ists.
don't have faces.
And really, when you think
There's also some.lady who has
about
it, isn't that what this great
good
guys,
vital
information
to
the
. head. in "Top Gun'.' in the form bf
nation
is all about? You can be my
but
doesn't
want
to
let
that
.mesh
the volleyb1;11l game· set to Kenny
wingman_
anytime.
with
her
personal
feelings
for
Loggins' "Playin' With the Boys."
·Apparently, you're not allowed to
make a movie about the Navy with·out one of these montages, S() in
···Navy SEALs"
in
. they play polo
.
golfcarts to the tune of Thin Lizzy's
"The Boys are Back in Town."
If you ask me, they should've
just come out and u·sed The Village
People's "In the Navy" for both, but·
I digress.. ·
Instead .of
. Tom .Cruise's Maverick, we get Charlie '.'The Machine"
Sheen's Lt. Hawkins, who is basically· Mav~~i_ck,without a "plane;..
sotiiicis erit'ibing, doesrh\t? 'In
place of Iceman, we get Michael
Biehn in his third role as a SEAL Navy SEALs: fighting terrorism one golf course at a time!
commander (''The Rock,'' "The

around a basketball team, the writers do an impressive job of making
the movie not just about basketball.
In fact, the film's overall theme is
The
settime and
more motivational than typical
time again - .~biis6cfon true st<;>ry" .·
sports movies.
.
flashes across 'the screen to reveal the
Some of the plot is quite predict~
story of a group oftirban basketball
able, but the. movie still delivers sevplayers .who struggle to stay off the
eral
poignant inspirational moments
streets; stay.in t.h~ classroom and per~ .
that
were able to bring goose-bumps
form on the basketball court with dis~· ·
to viewers. The movie brings out
cipline and cooperation. .The story
realistic emotions.
of Ken Carter iri .''.Co~ch Garter" fits
Coach Carter is highly overdue
directly into. the overdone subject
for basketball fans, as the last formatter, however, stiil r~veals a re- .·
midable basketball movie of this
frestiing portrayal oLimportant
·events:
. · ·... ··· ..·
· .·
.category to be released was "Hoop
Dreams" in 1994, a favorite among
· . · The movie is based on the true- .·
. .
.·
..
.
.
. .
. . .
.
. .
PHOTO COURTESY OF YAHOO.COM
NBA players.
life story• cirthe•. controversial coach
Sam Jackson to team: "Arid you will know my name is the Lord when.I ... " arid sh on and so on.
of the Richniond.(California)High .
. .
-·
'
.
. .
The writers attempt to escape
School Oil('!rs; Ken.Carter~ In 1999~ he benched his entire undefeated
To assist ii) changing this alarm- Gonzalez ('~Old. School") and sports movies cliches, however, the
Carter made nation~i headlines when basketball tea~ for poor aca- ing statistic, Carter requires his Ashanti ..
scenes with actual basketball foot. 'demic performance.. Carter re-. players to maintain a 2.3 grade point
Coach Carter's character is re- age are lacking compared to other.
. .~~i.ved both praise and staunch average, as well a~ attend and sit in ~listically portrayed by Jackson. sports movies, which will probably
.The audience gets.an in-depth un- disappoint the basketball fans in at: . , ~riticism .for his unprecedented the front row of all their classes.
deCisfon:
Through Carter's usage of mili- .· derstanding ofCarter'.s motivations tendance ..
Aft~r all the controversy, he tary tactics on arid off the court, sev- and desire for change, 'especially
These scenes were overdone in
was selected. to carry the Olym- , eral o( his players receive.d four- . his desire to break down stereotypi- a dramatic sense with almost every
pic Flame on Jari. 19, 2002, as it yea:rcollegiateath~eticscholarships, cal roles of urban Africaq-Ameri- shot being filined in slow-motion.
rrien.
made its way to theWinter Olym-. including his own son .Damiei(who ·.
The movie's ending is, however,
pie Games In Salt Lake City, went to West Point Military Acad- ,. · The development of supporting· unexpe'cted. and ·revitalizing- for
Utah.
. emy.
. .
·.
. · .. ' characters, however, is severely characteristic sports mov.ies.
In the film; (:arter (Samuel L.
Aside from Jackson, the movie lacking. With just a few exceptions,
Despite a mediocre cast and
Jackson, "Pulp FiCtion") stresses lacked high profile celebrities, the movie fails to show the inner cliche theme, "Coach Carter'~ is a
the conc~ptof the student athlete which may ha:ve brought a better spii:it and determination ~f theother recommendable movie for sports
. and reminds his players they ar~. viewertumqutarid rating. Support- individual characters or their indi- . fans, as well as those who celebrate
'80 percent morelikely to end up ing 'actors illclude'.Robert'Ri'chard vidualstruggles. .
.
the power of the human spirit to
irijail than in. college.
· ("Who's Your Dacldy"), Rick
Although the movie is based overcome obstacles.
BY. RACHEL PETERS .

Contributing writer
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So is everybody excited about
Funny story: the Crusades are
the future of Xavier Un!versity?
still alive and well. For more inforApparently the novel decision has
By Ryan Williamson. To place an item in the calendar, mailto newswire-calendar@xavier.edu or ML 2129.
mation, attend a Holy Land Stubeen made to focus future expandent Community meeting tonight
sion on academics, of all things.
at 8 p.m. in the Dorc;>thy-Day house.
Apparently, the first step in this
(':harles Dickens would be celprocess involves ensuring that the
Febru.
ary
5
·
ebrating
his. birthday today, but he .
February 3
McDonald Library is open less
· is not. That's betause· he's dead.
than virtually every comparable
There is a meeting tonight at 6
Tonight's men's basketball game· Anyway, Dickens go~ paid by the
university library.
p.m. in the Honors Villa for the Italagainst Rhode Island a.t 8p.m. is.a word.for many of his novels. After
For example, the libraries at St. ian-American Club. All members of
specfal Parents Game..Thus I woµld trying to fill this half-page every
Louis University and John Carroll this club are legitimate businessmen
appreciate it if everybody- cou19 . two weeks, l feel connection to
"Have
a
productive
week,"
said
University, both Jesuit schools in and women, and did not in any way
refrain from any vulgar che.ers. My · Mr. Dickens. I only hope that readAyn Rand, shrugging.
the Midwest, are open 104 hours . threaten Calendar City in order to
mother gets very upset ""'.hen she · ing Calendar City is nqthing like
per week, nine hours more than get this event listed. Thank you.
Clearly both G.W.'s are extraordi- hears things like; "Po6p on you, reading ,..Hard Time,s.".
Xavier. University of Dayton's
Today is the birthday of Norman nary examples of leadership; with Rhode Island!" And you do ilot
primary library, another Catholic Rockwell, the famous Saturday both of them having led unexperi- want to see my mother very upset...
school in the Midwest, is open 114 Evening Post artist who depicted the enced, und'?r-equipped armies into.
hours per week, a whopping 19 softer side of working-class America. batde. Of course, the first G.W. was
February 8
What would a modern-day Rockwell elected unanimously, and the
hours more than McDonald.
february
'6
I know, my job here is just to paint? One can only imagine that no~eau G.W. actu~lly lost the elecWell, it is Tuesday. I would recmake jokes, report the events, and he would work for "TV Guide" tion in 2000, but that's splitting
. I don't know much about foot- ommend going to class, eating in
·
occassionally offend some stu- painting the cast of"Survivor." Per- hairs.
ball, as I grew up playing lacrosse · "the caf," drinking milk until you
dent-athletes. I apologize if the haps it is best that he was born 111
Speaking of G.W., today is also and croquet, but does anybody else vomit, and other normal college.
above statistics bored you, but I years ago.
Dan Quayle's birthday. I wish I had find it ironic that the Super Bowl, things. If there is one thing I realam merely trying to excite everybeen ·a Caiendar City writer when the largest sporting event of the ize as I am about to leave this instiDan
Quayle was in office; the jokes year, is only accessible'to the rich- tution, it is that I never fully apprebody. Woo boo!
would have been so easy. We will est "fans" in the country? .
ciated those little things. For exIn other, less significant news,
both Ayn Rand and James Joyce
never have an elected offical who
Some poor Eagles fan, who ample, on a bad day, I am in class
February 4
celebrate a birthday today. I am
makes such .ridiculously dumb spends every Sunday skipping mass for fc:iur hours. Grown-ups spend
not nearly intelligent enough to
There is nothing happening on statements as Dan Quayle. Never . in order to watch the Eagles games, eight hours a day in their little cuunderstand. the work of either of campus today, once again. If any- again.
has no chance of actually attend- bicles. Yuck.
Well, I hope everybody· enjoys
Today is also Charles ing the Super Bowl. I hate to be a
these authors, so I cannot make a body would like to schedule some
events, just so that I have things to Lindbergh's birthday. After the downer again, but that seems pretty their Winter Holiday. Don't forget
joke here.
that Valentine's ·Day is coming up.
Most importantly, today is write about, that would be just fine. succes of the film "The Aviator,'' a shady to me.
Groundhog Day, one of the most Remember, the more news, the less ·film about "Lucky Lindy" cannot
Today is also Babe Ruth's birth- If you do.not have aValentine'; try
be far behind. I think I would make day, and I would like to think he using Facebook to fine one. If you
important holidays in the history jokes, so everybody wins.
Today is the anniversary of the a great Lindbergh, with my boyish would have excelled·at football. He are successful, let us at Calendar
of all mankind. If the creature sees
its shadow, the rapture will be post- election of the first U.S. president, good lucks and my tendency to lose always looks so fast in those old- City hear about it. We can turn it
into a romantic comedy, promise.
time videos.
General George Washington. my children.
poned for another millenium.
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Help Wanted
Get experience and money for
college! Help children by providing hands-on nutrition education
and physical activity in afterschool programs in the Cincinnati
area. TheAmeriCorps for Healthy
Kids Program is looking for parttime members (20 hours/week) for
a one-year term or full-time members (40 hours/week) for a sixmonth term, beginning immediately. Receive $450/month (PT)
or $900/month (FT), training and
education award of $2,363 for college/student loans .. Call Shannon
at 614-341-7700 x242, or e-mail
hm
~
sbrown@chilclrenshungeralliance.org
Huge thrift store now open!
Northern Kentucky Variety, 25W
7th Street - Covington, Kentucky
- Pike Strec;itexit (old Good Will
building). Follow Pike into 7th,
we're on the right. Great selection
and 50% sales daily, tons of awesome new and gently used shoes,
boots, coats, purses, and clothing
from infant to adult! Tues~ay Saturday, 10:00 a.m - 5:00 p.m.
Terms: cash only.

Visit CiricinnatiMojo.com.
The digital handprint on the bum
of the city! Freaks, forum and fun.
Visit CincinnatiMojo.com

For.Rent
Awesome summer camp job residential camp, located in south
central Indiana. Operated by the
Catholic Youth Organization since
1946. Serving campers aged 7 to
16 in various programs. Inclusive
of persons with disabilities. Great
staff community. General Counselor, Specialty, Adventure and
Health positions available. Extensive training provided starting
May 2005. For application and
information, contact CYO Camp
Rancho Framasa (toll-free): (888)
988-2839, x25 or e-mail
angi@campranchoframasa.org

Part-time employment, marketing role. Opportunity to work with
two veteran sales/marketing profes!?ionals in new start-up. Looking for
person who really likes to interact
with people and is motivated by
opportunity to actively shape job,
and build the organization.· Fulltime career potential. Flexible
hours. Need own transportation.
Call Tom at 600-0957.

Sell academic online services
to school districts, colleges and
company webteams. Excellent
pay
potential.
Visit
www.Info.TechTutors.com

Apartments for rent. · 1-6 bed-.
rooms available. Spaciou·s. Within
walking distance to Xavier. On
shuttle line. Off-street parking.
Well-lit outside, monitored by cameras. Water included. Many include heat. Laundry facilities ..
Starting as low as $240 per student.
· Norwood- beautiful Victorian Furnislied at no additional cost.
three story house. Four bedrooms. Our goal is to offer well-managed,
Close to campus. Available imme- · clean, affordable, enjoyable housdiately. Reduced rent. $700/month ing to Xavier students. We work
until May, or lock in next year - 12 hard. to earn your· referrals. Call
month lease at $1,400/month. Call Harold at 532-5151.
·
Donna
at·
368-2388.
Norwood- renovated efficiencies, one and two bedrooms, new
kit9hens and tile baths, instant hot
water,· built-in dressers, refinished
hardwood floors, laundry, storage $300, $350, $475 + utilities. Call
Ben at 861-41 rt if interested.

Spacious 5-6 bedroo~ house, 2
Apartment- 3870 Reading Road.
Available immediately. Four bed- full baths, free laundry, security
system, private secure fenced backroom~. one bath, eat-in tile kitchen,
dishwasher, A/C, carpeting, off- · yard, air conditioning, hardwood·
street parking, heat/water provided, floors, clean, very well-maintained,
laundry in building, 32" TV with short walk to campus. Landlord
signed one ye·ar lease, $1, 100/mn. pays water. Available June 2005.
$1550 per month (less than $260
Call Jeff at 385-9000.
per person). 1761 Dana Avenue.
'IWo bedroom apartment. Two Call Todd at 602-8633.
porches, secured entry, off-street
Whole houses and apartments
parking, wood floors, high ceilings.
$550/month, water included. Call for rent in N.orwood. All price
ranges. Now renting for summer
Deanna at 218-3496.
and next school year. Call Chris at
One, two and three bedroom 348-3663.
apartments available in a well-maintained building on Dana Avenue by
Cincinnati Apartments AvailSouth lb.t. Laundry, A/C, screened able- Search hundreds of indepenporch, off-street parking. Call Gra- dent landlord listings in the Xavier
ham at Eastside Capital at 871- area from just one website! Go to
5080 for a showing.
www.apartmentfrog.coin

4028 Huston Avenue7 large six
bedroom house for rent for 200506 school year. Easy walk to c.ampus,. on campus shuttle route,. updated kitchen with dishwasher, two ·
baths, free washer/dryer use, offstreet parking, room for everyone.
Asking $1,700/month. Call Karen
at 321-2946.
Apartments and houses- 2 bedrooms through 8 bedrooms. Huge,
newly renovated deluxe rentals in
safe, secure neighborhoods! Fea~
turing. amenities such' as: ceiling
fans, laundry, A/C, lots of off-street .
parking, and fully equipped kitchens with new appliances. Exceptionally nice! Ask about our movein discounts. Call Ian at 388-9979
or 253-7368.

Travel
Spring Break 2005- Travel with
'·STS,America;s#l StudentTourOperator to Jamaica, Cancun,
Acapulco, Bahamas· and Florida.
Now hiring on-campus reps. Call
for group discounts. Information/
Reservations, 1-800-648-4849 or
www.ststravel.com .
#1 Spring Break Vacations!
Cancun, Jamaica, Acapulco, Bahamas, Florida. · Campus Reps
Wanted! Free Meals and Parties!
'1-800-234-7007,
endlesss~mmertours.com

